
Now about them kids…
I guess it’s time to return to the topic of kids- subbing and
at church.  The past week I was back to two days of subbing
after my big half-day Thanksgiving week.  I was lucky to get
even that as only one district I am signed up with had classes
at all that week, and only Monday and Tuesday.  Monday of
course is a photo day for me which left only Tuesday for
work.  So this past week I did middle school for two days in
two different districts.  What happened in both cases was the
teachers  were  taking  a  second  sick  day  in  a  row,  but
fortunately this did not spell disaster like in that one BD/ED
classroom  in  near-urban  district.   The  first  class  was  a
Spanish class, and half of a husband-wife team.  They even had
classrooms right next to each other.  This is the second time
I have ever encountered this, the first being in hometown
district where a husband and wife both teach the same grade of
science-  one  on  each  of  the  two  teams  for  that  grade.  
Incidentally at that school there is also another married
couple, but in their case they teach two different things.  So
back to Spanish, it was a very easy day- for all classes I
showed a video.  Now, she teaches both 7th and 8th grades, but
everyone  still  got  the  same  video-  the  celebration  of
Christmas in Mexico.  What was it?  Oh, yes- Piñatas, Posadas,
and Pastorelas was the title.  I’m sure you’re familiar with
the first- a seeming staple of Mexican celebrations.  The
other two mean a party and a Christmas play, respectively.

Wednesday  I  filled  in  for  an  8th  grade  resource  teacher,
though she had one 7th grade reading group.  This was a bit
more interactive than the Spanish class, at least for some of
the periods.  As mentioned, I worked with a reading group for
one period, led an interesting homeroom activity where the
kids picked sides with questions about what is more important
to them and then some explained their choices, acted as an
assistant in a language arts block, watched over a tutorial
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period, and led another block period with reading a story
together and then watching over the kids as they defined words
from the story.  A varied day for sure, unlike typical middle
school classes.

Next post: the kids at church this week- I’m already tired of
writing…


